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Introduction

► Sgt. Pope

Has been a LEO and served at the SO for 16 
years

Has been assigned to South Weber for 6 years



Introduction

► Elizabeth Pinto
► Criminal Analyst 



Significant Events



Significant Events

Deputies responded to report of an assault. A male had been called to the home of his ex 
wife by her stating that there was something wrong with his child. As he approached the 
door of the home he was pulled inside and assaulted by his ex wife and her husband. After 
Deputies arrived nobody answered the door to the residence. This case has been sent to 
detectives and charges submitted to justice web, as well as the analyst



Significant Events
Deputies responded to a complaint of a home and vehicles being paintballed.  During 
the investigation it was found that a total of 4 houses, all on the same street were also 
paint-balled.  No major damage was reported but time and product was used to clean 
the paint off the houses and cars.  This occurred at approximately 2117 hrs. No video 
has been found regarding the incident but one of the victims was watching a show with 
her children and when it occurred they ran out to see what the noise was. The paint was 
not found until the afternoon.  Security footage is being watched by one neighbor that 
has cameras.

An adult male and juvenile male were identified.  The adult was arrested and booked in 
the jail for 11 counts of criminal mischief, the juvenile was referred to the court.



Significant Events
Deputies observed a suspicious vehicle and made contact with the driver.  They 
were identified and evidence of impairment was observed.  An investigation 
found the driver was under the influence of alcohol and had two previous DUI 
convictions.  They were booked into jail for Felony DUI and other charges.  The 
driver left their three children at home unattended and Deputies were able to get 
a grandmother to take care of them.  The neglect was reported to DCFS.



Significant Events
Deputies were dispatched to a welfare check.  Upon arriving, the female who 
was the subject of the welfare check was observed inside of the residence 
and appeared in serious distress.  Given the info provided by family members 
and what was observed through the window, announcements were made and 
then deputies forced entry in order to access the female and provide medical 
aid.  South Weber Fire responded.  It was believed that the female possibly 
overdosed on a substance/s.  The female was transported to a nearby 
hospital.



DCSO observed a suspicious vehicle in the Maverik parking lot.  It was 
discovered to be a suspect vehicle in a shooting the day prior out of Ogden PD. 
Communication with Ogden PD was conducted and they requested DCSO 
attempt to apprehend the suspect for questioning.  A High Hazard traffic stop 
was conducted.  The driver exited the vehicle and informed deputies he had a 
firearm in his waistband.  He complied and was taken into custody and the 
firearm seized.  In cooperation with Ogden PD, an investigation was conducted 
and the suspect  was arrested for Possession of a Dangerous Weapon by 
Restricted, Category 1.



Victims contacted police and reported a suspect had threatened them.  
The suspect was also reported to have shot shotgun rounds out of his 
house.  The victims were made safe and the suspect was contacted by 
phone.  As officers were arriving more shots were heard.  The suspect 
refused to surrender and SWAT and Detectives were called out.  After 10 
hours, the suspect was located and taken into custody.  Detectives took 
over the investigation and the suspect was ultimately booked into jail 
for multiple charges. 



Questions or Concerns?

Captain Jason Boydston

801-451-4104

Sergeant Chris Pope

Cell 801-541-0184
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PATROL STATISTICS:

FEBRUARY 1ST - MAY 20TH, 2023
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PATROL SUMMARY
HOURS IN CITY: 1,693.8
DISPATCHED CALLS: 455
ONVIEW: 441

NON CRIMINAL: 342
PERSON CRIMES: 33
PROPERTY CRIMES: 46
SOCIETY CRIMES: 17
TRAFFIC: 426

- CITATIONS: 146
- WARNINGS: 14

MEDICALS: 63 3
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CITATION TYPE TOTAL

OTHER CITATIONS 54

MOVING VIOLATION 59

NON MOVING VIOLATION 19

PARKING VIOLATION 0

WRITTEN WARNING 14

SPEEDING TICKETS 87



INVESTIGATIONS 
STATISTICS:

FEBRUARY 1ST - MAY 22ND, 2023
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Approximate Hours Worked by 
Detectives: 192

Number of Cases Investigated 
by Type

New Cases Within the Last 
Quarter: 40

QUARTER 1 
INVESTIGATIONS 
SUMMARY
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THANK YOU
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